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  EEtteerree  PPrreessss  RReelleeaassee  
 

Etere releases BMS  

March 2007 – Etere added a new feature to its Traffic: BMS 

BMS – agronomy for Broadcast Management System – is a module for the long term 

program planning. Etere BMS also include the management  of the TV rights, 

censorship, parental rating series an all the functions for an efficient long term program 

planning. 

For a TV station it is vital to program in advance  and take control of the inventory and 

choose the correct program for the correct schedule slot. 

The new Rights system of Etere  BMS is able to manage multi media rights system, it’s 

so possible to have a single system to manage traditional broadcast and  the new 

media. 

Today the scheduling is broadcasted on multiple media like terrestrial TV, satellite TV, 

DTH and others. Planning over this multiple media system requires a correct rights 

management system. 

• One right is common to one or multiple assets, that is because the right could be 

the same for censured and uncensored version. Or for subtitled and un-subtitled 

version. 

• The rights have a time slice value and are for one number of runs, sometimes 

one run can have some rerun included within a  limited time. 

• So you can buy one run for one movie with a rerun(replica) within 24 hours, if the 

station do not use the rerun, this will be lost. 
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All this cases and more are managed by Etere BMS  

With Etere BMS it is possible to load all those 

information and so be able in a glance to have 

all under control, eventually modify or cancel 

them accordingly to the agreements done. 

Being BMS integrated with Etere Traffic it is 

possible to have all the info filled on BMS 

directly on the schedule and being able in this 

way to control if the TV station is up to date 

with the payment rights or not.  

In this way it is possible to save money and 

time and an operator can take this under      BMS display 

control without any extra money for the TV station. 

 

 

 

About Etere 
Established in 1987, Etere is the leading Italian company providing worldwide software 

broadcasting solutions. It is the only company able to offer in one software all a TV 

station needs for its playout: 

Etere fits your needs perfectly. 

With our young team of engineers and technicians, we are focused on developing and 

improving the product and with twenty-four/seven x 365 support we can reach and help 

our clients for any need all around the world. With our selling network we are always 

near you… 

For some the future is tomorrow, for Etere the future is today.   

For more info visit www.etere.eu 

 


